Infrastructure planning: in a state of panic?
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Infrastructure is routinely framed in contemporary urban policy as a vehicle to grow the economy through the creation of jobs. In periods of economic downturn and when ongoing fiscal uncertainty ensues, governments may look to the construction and maintenance of social and public infrastructure such as social housing and public transport. Cities and communities that have endured infrastructure deficits in the past may become the beneficiaries of adjusted national and state-level policy to support economic prosperity through expedient infrastructure implementation programs. Yet in the post-GFC policy environment urban infrastructure has recentred the role of infrastructure in driving urban economic recovery in terms of economic prosperity. Drawing from the state of exception literature, I call on the notion of urgency to explore infrastructure planning as it manifests at the juncture between strategic planning and implementation. This paper will contribute to the critical urban planning literature by examining how infrastructure prioritisation and implementation is shaped through a characterisation of urgency which subverts the relationship between urban infrastructure planning, implementation and planning process.
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Introduction

The collapse of the global financial systems in 2008 spurred countries including Australia and Canada into an exceptional period of infrastructure investment. These two countries along with others were urged by the international community to help stimulate their regional and national economies by creating jobs through infrastructure investment (OECD et al, 2012). The infrastructure stimulus packages that followed embraced significant infrastructure building programs designed to inject capital into waning local markets to save jobs. OECD nations in their efforts to avert global economic calamity designed temporary and targeted infrastructure programs (Sharpe and Watts 2012). Streamlining planning and infrastructure processes created the conditions for the immediate construction of infrastructure (Lovering 2010). For cities in countries such as Canada, Australia, the United States and the United Kingdom suffering from declining federal and state investment including social infrastructure (social and affordable housing) and public infrastructure (public transport), the injection offered access to public funding to support the construction of these two critical forms of urban infrastructure (Milligan and Pinnegar 2010; Stilwell and Primrose 2010; Dethier et al, 2012; Addie, 2013). Yet, the volume of infrastructure built or maintained and the speed at which it was delivered in this period was prefaced upon a direct economic logic purporting that infrastructure construction and maintenance creates jobs allowing cities, regions and nations to avoid recession, while other social and environmental goals, including the creation of more modern, greener and socially just infrastructure remained of secondary concern (Stilwell et al, 2010; Stoney et al, 2012). While this period of investment was exceptional and the swiftness of the delivery of social housing and transport was also exceptional, it was made possible by an urgency politics that not only created the conditions to support expediency but helped to further entrench the fracture between strategic policy and infrastructure planning.

In this paper I call on the conceptual notion of urgency to explore infrastructure planning as it manifests at the juncture between the planning of infrastructure and the construction of
infrastructure. Evoking the word urgency from the state of exception literature (Agamben 1998, 2014; Ong 2006) I consider how notions of urgency produces an action/response dialectic that serves to suspend and subvert processes in place to help link strategic planning with infrastructure implementation. I use ‘urgency’ as the conceptual and analytical framework to consider how urgency of infrastructure investment is articulated. Through this exploration I endeavour to contribute to the critical urban planning literature towards a more nuanced exploration of how infrastructure planning has fragmented from the long-term planning dialogues about cities. In doing so, I join O’Neil (2010) in asking, what is infrastructure planning for and what purposes is it serving?

In the sections that follow, I first discuss how the urgency of infrastructure delivery has allowed governments to necessitate amended legislation and subvert decision making processes that truncate and minimise the opportunities for disruption. This will be achieved by thinking about infrastructure delivery in the context of the national and state-based urban economic conditions. This is followed by a review of the Canadian and Australian response to the Global Financial Crisis. Drawing from an extensive analysis of infrastructure and budgetary policy documents from the year 2000 to 2015 and conducting 35 key informant interviews with senior executive and policy officers within the Federal and State/Provincial governments I explore the discourse surrounding these respective infrastructure stimulus programs. Finally the paper concludes by arguing that infrastructure prioritisation and implementation is shaped through a characterisation of urgency which has, and continues to subvert the relationship between urban infrastructure planning, implementation and planning process.

**Urgency and infrastructure planning**

The state, as a sovereign and distinct entity, has the power to govern and to use that power decisively, allowing it to mobilise its authority in times of crisis. Agamben (1998, p. 12) conceptualises the state’s position relative to the formal processes that support the state as an inclusion/exclusion dualistic relationship, where the state of exception is “actually constituted, in its
very separateness” to everyday governance and legislative protocol. The state has the authority — within the limits of its democratic institutions — to make decisions that extend beyond its mandate, to act in response to crises or threats as they arise. When an emergency is called states may act to suspend or amend commonly accepted practices, to positively direct a particular course of action (Adey et al. 2015). Ong (2006, p. 7) goes further by arguing that the “sovereign rule [of the state] involves the exception to create new economic possibilities, spaces, and techniques for governing the population”. As this relates to an economic crisis such as the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, it is with the highest orders of governments (Federal, State/Province) that responsibility is re-organised and centralised to steer economic regulation. This might include periodic returns to Keynesian policy which forges a macroeconomic regulation of cities (Hardt and Negri, 2000, p. 242), as was seen in the wake of the Global Financial Crisis in some countries.

A strong theme across the state of exception literature is that the state will exercise its unique position in periods deemed exceptional. In these cases, the exception will sometimes only last temporarily, but during that period there may be a momentary ‘foreclosure of the political’ to protect governance processes from unwanted disruptions that might manifest in the form of citizen resistance or amount through a change in government (Baptista 2013, p. 50). This departure from due process will be perceived as legitimate, in part because of its temporary nature and its connection to a crisis (Baptista 2013). Ostensibly these processes are short term and will typically cease following the event triggering its creation is either overcome or has concluded. The extent to which these changes are necessary reflect the development of a policy or planning discourse that forges connections between the threat and what is perceived to be in the interest of the ‘greater’ or ‘public good’ to respond (Gray et al. 2014). Despite the control of the political, these moments and the responses arising are highly political. Given their political orientation the responses ought to illuminate questions about what is the best course of action and what singular (e.g. economy) and wider (e.g. social and environmental) interests are being (and could be) served by the response.
Urban planning has had only a cursory engagement with the notion of state of exception, but its usefulness as a normative tool has been applied to descriptions of urban governance and planning as they are each amended and reconstituted over space and time. In one manifestation, the state of exception has been evoked to examine mega event planning and readily applied by urban researchers to explain the role and creation of statutory authorities supporting the planning and development of large-scale urban redevelopment (Grey et al. 2014; Shin, 2012). In these cases the state of exception helped reveal an enduring focus throughout these periods on creating the conditions for market participation and efficiency of infrastructure delivery. Swyngedouw et al. (2002) has criticised the impacts of periods of exception on weakening the integration of planning with wider strategic and urban governance processes and also failing to provide the spaces where critical engagement with the deep-seeded social issues and delivery of long-term social and environmental goals could happen.

Periods where an exceptional response might be warranted and where the expediency of delivery might be necessary, the entrenchment of an economic rationalist logic suggested above is compounded by the state of infrastructure planning in countries particularly in Australia and to a lesser extent in Canada where there has been a growing disconnect between infrastructure project delivery and strategic planning. McFarlane et al. (2008) argues that infrastructure planning could seek to drive processes of city (re-)conceptualisation leading to the development of a strategic vision. This would assume that infrastructure serves a much broader social, environmental and spatial function in cities. While in strategic planning these wider normative goals are often made explicit, as Dodson (2009) has shown there is a fracturing of infrastructure project planning from strategic planning: on a practice-based level, infrastructure planning is deeply disconnected from strategic planning in those cities that lack strong strategic planning that is supported in legislation and through jurisdictional coordination across government entities. Perhaps offering an explanation for the splintered and fractured qualities of infrastructure planning (Graham et al., 2002), O’Neil (2010) describes infrastructure as something that was once largely publicly owned, typical of the
post-war years where the investment produced multiple economic and social equity externalities, but now sits in contrast to the market-based forms of provisions (O’Neil, 2010, p. 9). The economic focus has always been paramount, as O’Neil shows:

...the orthodox economic literature of the time constructed infrastructure as a key provision inside an economic system – over the top of which economic activity was performed. In other words, infrastructure was seen as a key event necessary to, but not exogenous from, the main (enterprise) realm of the economy. That infrastructure delivered other benefits, such as binding the social and cultural activity of a city, was a bonus uncontested by economists so long as the economic benefits of infrastructure provision were sustained. Infrastructure, then, was vital to the economy and critical to the circumstances in which economy could be successfully performed; just it was crucial to the broader social and cultural life of cities (O’Neil, 2010, p. 7)

However, O’Neil describes a shift in state infrastructure practice away from provider towards a model of procurement, where the attention has focused on economic values. This shift has resulted in government negotiating funding and financing with the private sectors within a context of a government’s capacity to generate new revenue introducing an opaque decision making environment that reduces public scrutiny over the project selection process, and the values upon which these decisions are being made (Crain et al. 1995, p. 15; O’Neil, 2010). But as Siemiatycki (2005) shows with the prevalence of the private sector and the power they wield, the private sector has a perverse effect on the selection of projects. This is combined with the ascendancy of the private sector’s role in infrastructure planning to shape processes of assessment and community consultation with the view to creating the perception of a more certain investment environment to benefit project proponents and to support tendering processes. Haughton and McManus (2012) argue that the quasi-public-private funding landscape this has produced has reshaped how social and
environmental imperatives are considered in decision making, and the speed at which the implementation of those decisions occur.

In planning there is a clear and direct connection between infrastructure planning and provision to economic activity. Harvey (2012) described infrastructure construction as sitting at the juncture between economic reform and productivity; the urbanisation process that drives demand; and the equitable distribution of public resources to meet demand. This complex arena also encounters citizen engagement and opposition. This is also where infrastructure planning becomes political. Infrastructure planning and delivery attracts contestation, particularly as diverse interest groups try to redirect limited financial resources to support new infrastructure in their respective communities (Legacy and van den Nouwelant 2015); or aim to contest proposed projects (Legacy, 2015). Research into the post-political urban condition (Ranciere 1998; Allmendinger and Haughton 2011; Metzger et al. 2015) reveals the binary that situates institutional spaces, where infrastructure decisions are made, outside and beyond the reach of public deliberation processes. Instead, effort by the political executive to depoliticise infrastructure decision making through the creation of state-based infrastructure agencies, has a direct political connection to enabling governments to deliver infrastructure and to do so efficiently.

The following section turns to the urban infrastructure delivery landscape in two countries that before the stimulus packages of the 2009 were initiated, experienced decades of disinvestment (or troubled implementation) of urban public and social infrastructure: Canada and Australia. In the years since the stimulus packages were tabled by the Canadian and Australian federal governments, both countries have observed further commitments to building urban infrastructure and framing this construction through a narrow economic lens. The following analysis draws on interviews from 35 senior federal and provincial/state policy officials and politicians with a portfolio in either urban transport, housing infrastructure or in treasury. The in-depth semi-structured interviews focused on
how the urgency of the post-GFC period reshaped the way urban infrastructure is conceived, but also prioritised and delivered in Australian and Canadian cities.

An economic shock and its impact on infrastructure investment in Australia and Canada

In the immediate aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), Canadian and Australian cities were impacted by national policies to stimulate job growth. An immediate injection saw infrastructure delivered in a manner that was timely and could forge an immediate economic impact through the injection of capital funding. In the wake of the global economic threat, the Australian Commonwealth government established the two year $42 billion Nation Building and Jobs Plan (NBJP) in 2009-10 (Australian Government 2008) while the Canadian federal government announced in the 2009 Federal Budget the two year Economic Action Plan stimulus package offering $12 billion to support infrastructure construction or maintenance. In both countries, stimulus programs positioned urban infrastructure spending on the national agenda for the narrow purpose of creating jobs. Both countries invested in urban infrastructure and both relied on fast-tracked approval processes in their delivery of some projects which could be delivered quickly over a period of two to three years (Government of Canada 2012, p. 323; KPMG 2012, pp. 1-3; Australian Government 2011). For both countries there was an explicit commitment to address this crisis by translating government investment into completed projects to deliver upon the specific objective of incentivising growth in GDP and job creation:

Canada’s Economic Action Plan is an important contribution to the global response to the current economic downturn. The world economy is highly globalized. It is only by acting together to boost global economic growth that countries can derive maximum impact from their actions.... Accelerating and expanding the recent historic federal investment in infrastructure with almost $12 billion in new infrastructure stimulus funding over two years, so that Canada emerges from this economic crisis with more modern and greener infrastructure (Government of Canada, 2009, p 13).
The Rudd Government today announced a $42 billion Nation Building and Jobs Plan to support jobs and invest in future long term economic growth. This historic long term and targeted Nation Building and Jobs Plan is a further decisive step in the Government’s response to the severe global recession. Treasury estimates that today’s Nation Building and Jobs Plan will support up to 90,000 jobs in 2008-09 and 2009-10.... Direct investment by the Government in goods and services has significant scope to boost economic growth and productivity and support jobs because it adds directly to demand (Department of Treasury, 2009).

The injection resulted in the scaling up of control to higher orders of government, and also the centralisation of decision-making to state/provincial government ministers. While this shift into the hands of higher tiers of government was not atypical for larger and more complex urban infrastructure projects such as rail and roads, smaller projects such as social housing were rescaled up resulting in the removal of control from local government (see Davison et al. 2013). Acute attention and strategic interest was paid to the rapid implementation of major public investment decisions to create jobs.

In Australia, the scope for investment served a dominant economic imperative, while some commentators believed that it also served other important urban, social and environmental priorities (Stilwell and Primrose 2010). While the latter continues to be the subject of some scholarly debate and ongoing empirical analysis (Ruming 2014; Bennett 2012), the stimulus period delivered tangible urban infrastructure outcomes including $5.6 billion towards the creation of 19,700 new social housing stock, $400 million towards the repair and maintenance for existing social housing (KPMG, 2012, p 1) and $2.3 billion to improve road and rail infrastructure (Australian Government, 2011, p 8) with little large-scale community-led politicisation of projects emerging. This is in contrast to the years preceding the stimulus period when infrastructure prioritisation and implementation remained a hotly contested, political and complex process that...
sometimes attracted (community) resistance and dissent (Davison et al, 2013; Davison, 2004). But also, the short political cycles and political opportunism that has come to define Australian and Canadian political culture has also gone some way in embroiling infrastructure into a very political landscape manifesting as pork barrelling and ill-conceived prioritisation of projects purported to be lacking proper third party evaluation and assessment (Terrill, 2016; Iggulden, 2016; Alizadeh, 2015; Curry et al, 2015; Stoney et al, 2012).

Similar to Australia, Canada also embraced stimulus reform that included significant investment into urban infrastructure. Early job numbers indicated that Canada was not immune to recession and government intervention was necessary to avoid a significant rise in unemployment (Campbell, 2009). To respond, the Economic Action Plan stimulus package which offered $12 billion to support infrastructure construction and maintenance included an Infrastructure Stimulus Fund worth $4 billion to support the construction of 4,000 infrastructure projects across Canada. As every dollar committed by the federal government was matched by the provincial and local governments estimates showed that nearly $60 billion in expenditures for eligible projects – water, wastewater, transit, roads, culture, parks, trails and community services infrastructure – resulted over the two-year period of implementation (Bennett 2012, pp. 190-192). Administered by the national agency Infrastructure Canada, the money was directed towards improving, renewing and rehabilitating existing infrastructure and on the construction of new infrastructure that could be delivered in a period of two years. Combining the impact of the Infrastructure Stimulus Fund with the wider Economic Action Plan, a total of 26,000 projects were completed over two years, creating an estimated 400,000 jobs (Government of Canada 2011).

In the eight years preceding the GFC, the national governments of Canada and Australia announced major infrastructure programs. In Canada significant federal policy milestones including the 2004 New Deal for Cities and Communities, which led to the creation of the Gas Tax, demonstrated a federal commitment to assisting cities with their urban related challenges
The latter provided $2 billion a year to municipalities to support the construction of “environmentally sustainable municipal infrastructure” (Steinberg 2013, p. 227). A national focus on infrastructure would continue into the year 2006 with the announcement of a $33 billion Building Canada Plan between 2007-2014 (Turgeon et al. 2013, p. 156). But this money would remain under-committed while projects remained under-delivered (Mirza 2007). In contrast to Canada, Australia experienced a succession of budgetary surpluses from 2000 to the announcement of the stimulus programs in 2008-09. These surpluses allowed the Commonwealth Government under the leadership of Prime Minister John Howard to increase spending in areas including social security and welfare, health, education and defence but with rudimentary attention given to social housing (Beer et al, 2007) and an imbalance of spending directed at roads over public transport (Low et al, 2009, p. 49). Yet, the surpluses achieved coupled with the mining boom over this period helped to position the Commonwealth Government in a favourable place to respond to the GFC.

But in light of the federal investment available to infrastructure, a recent history of disinvestment by the Canadian and Australian federal and state/provincial governments in some forms of urban infrastructure coupled with high rates of urbanisation and population growth, and the inequitable distribution of infrastructure investment and prioritisation have contributed to a perception that there is a crisis in the implementation of infrastructure in these two countries: infrastructure investment in some areas of social and public infrastructure had not kept pace (Mirza 2007; Currie et al. 2009; Victorian Auditor General 2013). In Australia, the stimulus programs provided a temporary injection into the infrastructure delivery landscape. It did so by streamlining local planning processes through the introduction of some state based, stimulus focused Acts such as the Nation Building and Jobs Plan Act (State Infrastructure Delivery) Act 2009 that included exemptions to amendments. Whereas, in Canada, there was an explicit commitment to deliver projects in a timely fashion. But communicating to the provinces, municipalities and the private and not-for-profit sectors in Canada that the injection would be temporary (lasting two years)
and targeted meant that all parties needed to commit to a more efficient means of implementation. This demanding timeline was made possible by altering the processes and governance structures supporting urban infrastructure implementation (Owens et al. 2011) including permanent changes to the Environmental Assessment Act for some projects, which included:

introducing a series of exclusions, thereby eliminating the need for environmental assessments for a wider range of projects...[enabled] through changes to the Exclusion List Regulations under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act... In order to bring about the changes quickly, the regulations were not released in draft form for public comment before they took effect. As stated in the regulations, the new exclusions were intended to be temporary and were slated to expire on 31 March 2011. Through legislation implementing Budget 2010, these exemptions from environmental assessment requirements became permanent for certain infrastructure programs (Government of Canada, 2010).

The conceptualisation of infrastructure priorities and delivery as urgent has reconstituted the role of the infrastructure implementation process to one of serving national imperatives of growth and job creation. The revised delivery model was described by one Canadian interviewee as a “revolution”, describing the level of urgency as commensurate with the commitment to deliver outputs. This investment would be a “once in a generation type investment” (Provincial Government, Senior level Infrastructure Officer, Interviewee 9). The interviewee’s suggestion of a ‘revolution’ reflected the injection of federal funds and how the interjection by the federal government to prioritise infrastructure resulted in the highest order of government establishing a renewed focus on urban infrastructure. It also provided an opportunity to address the growing infrastructure deficit – which in Canada following a 2007 Federation of Canadian Municipality report was worth $22.8 billion (Mirza 2007) - growing from a lack of investment and high rates of
population growth. This period of national intervention and fiscal injection was met by some infrastructure policy officials with great excitement, as one interviewee described below:

It was very exciting. As a public servant, to be working on something that is a high priority for the government means you’re in a very dynamic and fast moving work environment. It’s very exciting because the things we were working on were taking place in real time. This was from an infrastructure program delivery model that I think we were all fairly familiar with from having worked on previous programs; but redesigning it to meet a very specific goal that was publicly stated and that was being very closely watched and monitored by parliamentarians, by the public, by the parliamentary budget officer. This was very exciting and very challenging. Again, as a public servant when you see that you’re working on something that is very real and happening right then and there it’s very rewarding (Federal Government, Senior level Infrastructure Office, Interviewee 6).

The concentrated and intense period of investment that defined the GFC period of stimulus contributed to an increased awareness of the strategic importance of urban infrastructure (e.g. to meet the growing infrastructure needs of communities), but at the same time, it also entrenched the economic function that infrastructure plays. One interviewee suggested that “whether you call it cost of living, whether you call it productivity, whether you call it congestion, aspects of infrastructure policy are dinner table conversation because people are frustrated about the experience around it” (Senior Executive, Peak Infrastructure Body, Interviewee 4). Reflecting on the stimulus period, Stoney and Krawchenko (2012, p. 494) report that public engagement and debate about infrastructure at this time was driven by the visibility of the scale of federal investment. This visibility led to questions about the siting and sequencing of infrastructure. Interest was raised even further following the relatively recent creation of a series of infrastructure agencies around Australia. As one senior government official discussed:
It is fierce. I was talking to someone yesterday who’s been very instrumental in convincing governments to create Infrastructure Australia and Infrastructure New South Wales and now the Victorian government’s Infrastructure Victoria, etcetera. And he said, “I’m starting to wonder whether we made a terrible mistake.” “Because,” he said, “what we’ve managed to do very successfully, and through the creation of these organisations, is really raise the interest in infrastructure, its right up there on the agenda, people talk about it, if you only go back ten years, people didn’t know what infrastructure meant and everybody’s talking about it these days. Governments have sort of jumped on it, like the Prime Minister’s saying, “I want to be the Infrastructure Prime Minister,” and government’s saying, “We’re going to drive the development of infrastructure, we need huge investment, and we’re going to be the government who makes that investment.” So it’s so high profile, which means the politics just get harder and harder” (Federal Senior Executive, Interviewee 3)

The increased exposure brought with it questions about both the strategic and spatial prioritisation of infrastructure and the sequencing of its delivery. Not only was there a departure from strategic planning documents, as reported by Steinberg (2013, p. 229), it was the case in Canada that spending in urban transit for instance was done so with little regard for strategic urban planning. It also continued along the same fractured trajectory that would see infrastructure decisions driving land use decisions, and these decisions would be made outside the more strategic decisions about urban form and spatial transformation, as described by Dodson (2009). Projects were not necessarily being determined by need, or even by a fully formed cost benefit analysis, but as the interview data revealed, projects were being determined by the capacity for individual projects to be delivered within the strict timelines necessary to facilitate growth. Little consideration was given to asking strategic questions about the necessity and appropriateness of the investment. During the course of the stimulus period, the prevailing storyline in Canada and Australia was that urban infrastructure serves an economic utility and to maintain economic strength, construction of infrastructure must
continue through a steady stream of readied projects that could be managed through statutory infrastructure agencies.

**Infrastructure planning in a state of panic**

In the post-GFC period, decision making about infrastructure policy and implementation continued to be framed by very narrow economic parameters surrounding growth creation. There has also been a discursive shift towards the rhetoric of urgency. As one Canadian interviewee suggests, the framing of urgency is connected to the logic of economic rationality – we need this project right now because it will serve an economic purpose.

There has been a shift in the way that infrastructure investments are ‘sold’. There is a greater emphasis on the impact that projects have on the economy. Because the projects are so expensive, there is a great focus on the economic benefits. Is this the best investment? Is this the best use of dollars? (Senior Federal Policy Officer, Interviewee 7)

In contrast to Australia, Canada could draw on the national level agency, Infrastructure Canada, which was established prior to the GFC, to administer infrastructure programs. It endeavoured to do so through a succession of programs including the 2007 Building Canada Fund, which pledged $33 billion between 2007 and 2014 as well as the 2009 Infrastructure Stimulus Fund that dedicated $4 billion to new infrastructure (Turgeon et al, 2013, 0144 & 156; Stoney et al, 2013). This was followed in 2013 with the announcement of the New Building Canada Fund which pledged $14 billion to fund projects “of national, regional and local significance that promote economic growth, job creation and productivity” (Government of Canada, 2016). The budget included $4 billion for public transit and $1.4 billion for affordable housing (Evans, 2016).

Whereas in Australia there was sense that Australia was on the ‘backfoot’ when the crisis hit because there was a lack of shovel ready projects to implement. One interviewee saw this as a
failure of infrastructure planning at the national level and resulted in Australia being ill prepared for any economic downturn and for an injection of public dollars to support infrastructure delivery.

Well the great irony is that my job was about reinforcing how important it is to think deeply and carefully about what you invest in. And yet at the same time there was this crisis that, “Oh my goodness, we need to spend. What’s shovel-ready?” Well, what was evident was that the states and territories hadn’t put enough resources into actually planning so that we actually knew what the most important elements of information were and how to take those further to actually design and do business cases for those pieces of infrastructure (Former State Policy Advisory, Victoria, Interviewee 10).

In the absence of a strong institutional landscape that was also actively engaging in evaluating and assessing infrastructure projects, this interviewee argued by stating that it is difficult to think strategically about the infrastructure to build and how to do so in a manner that is quick, when these institutions are absent. In the period leading to 2009, there had been a lack of upfront strategic planning and preparation around infrastructure at the national level in Australia. Instead, and in contrast to Canada, very few projects could be identified as ready for implementation. Now in the post-GFC landscape, Australia has experienced a renewed focus on infrastructure with the establishment of Infrastructure Australia. One of Infrastructure Australia’s primary areas of business is strategically auditing nationally significant infrastructure and to establish a priority list and a pipeline of nationally significant works (Infrastructure Australia 2015). As one former state policy advisor lamented, “it’s really important to keep a pipeline of big projects going for employment reasons and that’s clearly true when construction is 10 per cent of GDP and a lot of that’s housing and commercial buildings but having big projects is really important too...particularly... for the economy and for the state and for the state’s reputation because these people have a lot of influence” (Former State Policy Advisory, Victoria, Interviewee 10). In conjunction with a need to
have a collection of ‘shovel ready’ projects, delivery was also critical. But as described by Stoney and Krawchenko (2012, p. 486), “There were also concerns that the due process normally associated with government programs was being compromised in the rush to begin construction”. The following quote by a federal government executive draws a conceptual connection between the need to subvert normal processes to ensure delivery occurs in a way that addresses the broader economic challenge that prompted the investment in the first place.

But in part I think it was in response to a feeling that at a Commonwealth Government level there wasn’t enough data to definitely say we know we’re investing in the right projects if we have to do it in a very short order. And I think there’s been a number of steps between the time of the GFC and now which have been about governments of different persuasions trying to position themselves and future governments to be better able to hand on heart tell the community “We’ve had to make some quick decisions but we’re making them on the basis of pretty good evidence.” And I think that’s been an intuitive process (Federal Government Executive, Interviewee 6)

Long delivery times were to be avoided to maximise immediate negative economic impact. Interestingly, where there would typically be process-related delays, amendments to legislation and political rhetoric of economic recovery allowed projects to be delivered quicker. The senior federal bureaucrat quoted below surmised that a general level of understanding and acceptance was achieved amongst the different tiers of government leading to an acute understanding that the primary focus of the infrastructure injection was job creation and growth. Little space was given to contemplate project selection and different delivery strategies, nor was it desirable for these projects to be caught in a political debate. Regarding the former, it was understood that upfront strategic consultation work would prepare the project for implementation. As one Canadian senior provincial bureaucrat notes
below, there is a point when a decision about infrastructure investment and delivery needs to be made.

Provincial governments, municipalities, everybody kind of came together, and when you said this is for a stimulus package, everything else was thrown out the window and you worked on that. It happened at all levels of government. So there was a level of urgency that really helped this (Federal Government, Senior Infrastructure Minister, Interviewee 16).

And for a time, it would seem that designing processes that can make infrastructure delivery more efficient was a warmly received gift by the Canadian federal government. At the height of the GFC, Canadian municipalities were looking for much needed federal dollars to help pay for local infrastructure projects. There was an effort to cut across a number of sectors that were a priority for the Government at the time. A decision had to be made at some point to just get on with doing something to address the downturn. As one advocacy officer for municipalities in Canada shared, “A lot of our members just want results, so they managed the local narrative – our city is a sustainable city, our city is an economic city – they manage that” to enable investment and delivery. As another Canadian interviewee remarked, this was the crisis the local municipalities had to observe in order to get delivery: “If there wasn’t this crisis where we needed to get stuff done we could be more laissez-faire. But when you stand back and look ...there is an urgency to address the infrastructure, to not only deal with the deficit but the growth that’s coming, and if people don’t take that seriously you’re going to be in a worse and worse condition” (Provincial Transport Agency Executive, Interviewee 22). There was a sense in Canada, particularly, that the expediency and directedness of the stimulus programs was perceived to be acceptable, at least in the short term. Stimulus provided an opportunity to address the pressures brought on by previous disinvestment in infrastructure, helping to address lingering and previously unattained infrastructure targets and meet municipal infrastructure
objectives. However, a focus on quick delivery and in the context of Canada, an explicit statement that all funds not spent within the specified two-year period would see their funding pulled. The period immediately following the GFC introduced a sense of urgency to the infrastructure case.

Conclusion

In this paper I argued that there has been a shift in the way urban infrastructure is framed in urban policy discourse, which further extends the period of ‘exception’ well beyond the period of acute economic crisis experienced in the wake of the GFC. Following an economic shock like the one experienced in 2008, the post GFC economic landscape continues to contain a mix of government stimulus (to address ongoing economic challenges) and alternative financing options (to manage the government deficits that followed) prompting ongoing policy engagement with the resiliency of national and sub-national economic systems (Martin 2012). Framed in contemporary urban policy as a vehicle to both accommodate and spur growth and job creation, in periods of economic downturn and when ongoing fiscal uncertainty ensues, governments continue to look to infrastructure to facilitate economic growth. As a result of the federal investment, municipalities in particular, but also state/provincial governments have become the beneficiaries of adjusted national economic policies that aim to support national economic prosperity through infrastructure implementation programs. For instance, research by Ruming (2014), Davison et al. (2013), Milligan and Pinnegar (2010), Stilwell and Primrose (2010) and Gladstone et al. (2013) have illustrated the positive social and environmental impacts the stimulus period had on constructing critical social and public urban infrastructure. The pace of implementation and the directedness of these processes saw the delivery of new and needed infrastructure, but left wanting were questions of long-term strategic benefit and the re-centring of social and environmental benefits in infrastructure planning.

Now seven years on from the 2008 and 2009 Federal Budgets when infrastructure stimulus was proposed, the economic outlook for Australia and Canada still remains uncertain. In recent years cautionary notes from leading economists posit that immediate shifts in the resources sector and
manufacturing base pose significant challenges to the Australian and Canadian economies which have become increasingly vulnerable – a departure from the period immediately preceding the GFC when these two economies were celebrated for their shared resiliency (Sorensen et al. 2015; IMF 2010, 2014). In Canada, the recent collapse in oil prices, reduced lending rates and a cautionary economic growth outlook for 2015, saw the Bank of Canada conclude that Canada had entered a recession (Sorensen and Hutchins 2015). The recent election of the Trudeau government in Canada, combined with his first Federal Budget delivered in 2016, brought forward a political commitment to stimulate the Canadian economy again through quick delivery of infrastructure programs including social housing and public transport projects (Fife, 2016). While in Australia speculation abounds that the Australian economic landscape could also be confronting a period of recession brought about from poor trading of its commodities (Morgan 2015). These anticipated economic challenges have been met with an interest to invest in cities by the Commonwealth government as a way of restructuring the national economy towards innovation (Prime Minister of Australia, 2016). Although the way in which the Canadian and Australian federal government responded to the crisis of 2008 through an investment in infrastructure was historic, I join Dethier and Morrill (2012) to argue that this period has had profound consequences for the way urban infrastructure prioritisation and implementation is generally conceived, changing the role it plays during difficult national economic conditions, and its ongoing role during potential periods of economic restructuring.

Ongoing economic uncertainty experienced by these two countries have herald in a period of discussion about the economic utility of infrastructure. Situating this debate within the literature on state of exception and drawing links to the conceptual notion of ‘urgency’ raises questions for procedural practices of urban infrastructure delivery and its governance under difficult economic, as well as challenging policy and political circumstances. Adey et al. (2015) write that urgency is the effect of emergency which reframes infrastructure in purely economic terms. But as Nolan (2015) and Featherstone (2015) both argue, the reconceptualisation of urban infrastructure prioritisation and implementation, in particular, as urgent to support economic redevelopment is a political
decision. The cases presented here are illustrative of how the reconceptualisation has allowed a redesigning of the processes that support infrastructure implementation in ‘urgent times’. Describing a process as urgent elevates the significance of the task, but also implies that the action will produce a different and perhaps an even better outcome for cities, as Adey et al. (2015, p. 5) write, “emergency as a term is inseparable from faith in action: the promise that some form of action can make a difference to the emergent event” (Adey et al. 2015, p. 5). Urban infrastructure in this context occurs as a performing apparatus; it will produce an outcome extending well beyond the piece of infrastructure itself – creating jobs and growth – while specifically investment into social housing during the GFC helped local municipalities work towards their social housing targets. But investing in other forms of infrastructure for the narrow aim of supporting job creation can have devastating consequences for broader social and environmental strategic imperatives, particularly when the money available to fund infrastructure is diverted to other short term priorities creating inequalities in distribution (Collier et al. 2015). The urgency remarked by Adey et al. (2015), in the context of urban infrastructure is about the way urban infrastructure decisions are framed within the broader discourse of urban need and strategic change.

It is difficult to ignore the calls for new and improved public and social infrastructure to support cities as they grow. Thinking strategically about that infrastructure – scheduling delivery, prioritising investment – sit alongside broader strategic questions about how that infrastructure can be used to restructure cities and facilitate a transition towards more equitable and low carbon communities. But as countries like Canada and Australia confront a period of structural readjustment of their dominant economic drivers (post the resources boom), a hopeful view is that this offers an opportunity to position infrastructure – public and social infrastructure – centrally in that transition, as is being seen by recent announcements by the Federal government in Canada. However, by ignoring the framing of infrastructure in terms of ‘urgency’ and the political dimensions of that framing, infrastructure planning and delivery will continue to be driven by narrow economic
objectives and remain disconnected from the wider social and environmental goals within urban strategic planning.
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